SANTA FE RANCH WOMEN’S GROUP MEETING MINUTES—APRIL 9, 2016
The SFTR Women’s Group met at the home of Lynne Parker on April 9, 2016. Those
attending included Sharon Beaver, Mary Ghormley, Ann Kost, Lynne Parker, Tammy
Raine, Nancy Scott, June Stephens, Dena Wagner and Betty Withington. Sending
regrets were Joan Beaumont, Lanae Rossi, Marcia Sage and Jill Wilson.
Lynne provided a delicious variety of snacks while the following items were
discussed:
----Mary shared that Mark Wilson has carved walking sticks he would like to offer at
some venue with all profits going to the Fishers Peak Fire Department. After some
discussion, the group decided that Mary should refer Mark to Nancy Scott, who can
guide him to the correct person to contact to achieve his generous goal.
----Most of the business of the meeting centered on the picnic scheduled for June 11,
2016. The picnic time will be 11:30 a.m.—3:00 p.m. The meal will begin at noon.
---Mary suggested that it might be wise to clear the area of cow pies before the
grasses get too high. Anyone who can should meet on Saturday, April 16 at 10:00
a.m. and come prepared with proper items for such a project. Mary will contact
Linda Brown about mowing closer to picnic time and another quick clean up can
take place after the mowing.
-----Lynne and Sharon will manage the food tables as in year’s past.
-----Sharon & Monte will bring the tables and set up direction signs to guide people
to the picnic,
-----Dena and Tammy will have shuttle ATV’s for those who need assistance to
transport themselves or items to the designated areas.
-----Sharon will bring a table for the welcome table and the nametags.
-----Lanae will serve as the contact person for any raffle items offered. Profits will
go to the women’s group. At this point Cory Davis has offered to provide a raffle
item.
-----June will contact Little Stinker about the port-a-potty needs.
-----Many will continue with her very capable and complete communications to the
website and bulletin board for the good of the whole ranch.
-----At the May meeting , other considerations to be made are a contact person for
the setting up for the picnic, persons to greet at the welcome table and help with
nametags, and persons to manage the logo wear tables.
-----Ann brought twenty-five laminated ranch maps to be included in the welcome
bags. The cost was $44, which Ann is generously donating. Thank you, Ann!
-----Ann also suggested that it would be very helpful to include a sheet to inform
newcomers about whom to call for help in a number of circumstances. All agreed
that would be worthwhile. Ann and Sharon will work together to compile such a
sheet.

It was a productive and informative meeting and those present shared a wealth of
information with each other.
THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE AT THE HOME OF NANCY SCOTT (33711 MOUNTAIN
VIEW) AT 10:00 A.M. ON MAY 14, 2016.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sharon Beaver

